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material for wood chips is a win-win for all.
This is a reminder that Hall membership is based on a
calendar year; thus, dues are due. An application for new
or renewal membership can be found within this newsletter
or on our website. The $20/household fee covers the cost
of producing this newsletter. Other benefits of membership
include one free use of the Hall per year and a discounted
price of 65.00/year for air ambulance service. To enroll in
this benefit, visit www.AirMedCareNetwork.com or call (800)
793-0010.
Thanks for dropping by. Come back next month for
more news.

by Beth Winters
Did you make any New Year’s
Resolutions? How’s that working out for
you? I invited the Board of Directors to
bring back a resolution for the Hall to our
February 4th meeting. I’m inviting you to do the same
thing, different timeline. One note of caution: it must be
something that you want to do for the Hall, not something
that you direct the Board to do. Aw shucks, did I just take
the fun out of it?
Along those lines, Janice Smith-Ramseier announced
that she is ready to transition her duties as the Country Faire
Vendor Coordinator to the next person in line, whomever
that may be. Are you that person, or do you perhaps have
an idea for a new fundraising activity at the Faire? If so,
please contact me or any Board member.
At our January Board meeting, CPA Brent Green
delivered his recommendation regarding the possible
expansion of our current educational mission. He advised
that we leave the current 501(c)(3) foundation as it is and
create a parallel non-profit organization for the purpose
of maintaining and preserving the Hall. Of course, we had
many questions, but we did vote to direct Brent to do more
research on how this can be done. This process will no
doubt be a consistent agenda item for several months. I will
keep you informed here, plus you are always welcome to
attend a Board meeting.
Moving on to the traditional January potluck, Cal-Fire
issued burn permits and brought us up to date on local issues.
Fire stations are now closed until the fire season begins in
July, and most of the Bradley/Lockwood staff is working out
of the King City Station. You can apply for a burn permit
there or online at https://burnpermit.fire.ca.gov.
Battalion Chief Jason Luckenbach announced that
the 2020 Residential Chipper Program will be available in
our neighborhoods from April 27th through May 3rd. To
schedule chipping, contact Fire Captain Kevin Negro at
Kevin.negro@fire.ca.gov, or you can call the King City Fire
Station at (831) 385-6437. This free exchange of vegetative

Burn Permits at the Hall: As traditional at the January potluck
at Hesperia, Cal Fire representatives were on hand to write
burn permits. Photos by Josh Riley
The February potluck, hosted by the Board, takes place
at Hesperia Hall on Friday, February 21, beginning at
7:00 pm. The dinner will feature a presentation by
Betsy Wood on the history of the Hall.

The Hesperia Hall Foundation Board of Directors
meets at the Hall at 7:00 pm on the first Tuesday of
each month. Hall members are welcome to attend.
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Elephant bidder. Patti’s loss was sudden and acute; she was
such a kind, gentle, dedicated member of the Lockwood
and Bryson-Hesperia communities. Marilene and Patti will
be truly missed, but much appreciated in memory.
Bill and Jane Munger made a donation in memory of
Bill’s cousin Roland Rodaway. Roland was a wonderful
man, lived an amazing life, and graced this world for over
100 years.
In addition, we appreciate the anonymous donor that
kicked off our 2020 fundraising campaign with a generous
donation. Funds are also coming in for this year’s Pine
Burr scholarship raffle quilt. Ticket sales will continue until
October 25, 2020, so there will be lots of opportunities to
support our students and have a shot at winning a beautiful,
queen-sized, hand quilted work of art.
The final semester for the 2019-2020 academic year is
underway with all final checks having been disbursed. Our
attention will soon turn towards awarding scholarships for
academic year 2020-2021, so remember to get applications
submitted prior to the deadline of April 1, 2020. Application
forms are available on the Hall web site http://hesperiahall.
org, or contact Ed Buntz at (805) 472-2070 or Lois Lindley at
(805) 472-9556 if you have any questions.

History of Hesperia Hall Revisited

Hall Lighting: The Hall track lighting project, started by
Jean and Mark Thompson, moves to completion. Shown
here, installation support is provided by Ron and Sue Fisher;
emotional support by DoT. T. Mayhem, aka Dottie May. A
big thank you goes to the whole crew. Photo by Beth Winters

Scholarship Report

by Ed Buntz
The Scholarship Committee would like to express our
appreciation to Janet Hardcastle, along with Don and Jen
Webster for their generous December donations. We also
received donations in memory of Marilene Smith and Patti
O’Donnell. Marilene lived many years on Copperhead Road
and continued to support Hall events after moving into Paso
Robles, particularly as an entertaining and generous White
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by Janice Smith-Ramseier
The February potluck program will feature the treasures
of our historic Hall. For some, this will be a review. Others
may not have seen the Shiloh Baptist Church Bible and
other items that document our Hall’s colorful past.
A special guest will be Betsy Wood. The Wood family
was among the early homesteaders in the Bryson-Hesperia
area. Betsy and her husband, Carse Wood, recently returned
to this area. Carse was born and raised here, and Betsy has
researched much of their family history as it relates to this
area. Her input will be very interesting. Betsy has also
written a book documenting her research and will have
some copies for purchase if anyone is interested.
We look forward to an interesting evening of facts from
the past!
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Looking Forward to the 2021 Calendar

by Janice Smith-Ramseier
Happy New Year to all!
Our sincere thanks go to the generous sponsors, talented
photographers, and willing purchasers of our BrysonHesperia Community Calendar 2020. The enthusiasm
and appreciation expressed by our buyers make this
project worthwhile, indeed. Sponsors listed on the page
following December are key to the calendar’s success.
Many businesses and individuals have sponsored for years.
Whenever possible, please patronize their businesses and
extend thanks for their support.
Many photographers contributed pictures offering a
great variety from which the community selections were
made. Now get that camera clicking for 2021! It’s always
exciting to see what our photographers come up with.
A meeting of the Calendar Committee will be held on
Sunday January 26, immediately following the Produce
Exchange at 1:00 pm., at Hesperia Hall. Please contact a
Hesperia Hall Board Member or a member of the Calendar
Committee if you are interested in joining our team.
A special thank you to Silas Denny for design layout,
Catherine Bartley for typesetting, Melissa Caster, Collin
Riley, committee members, and Mark and Jean Thompson,
also committee members, for being our Sunday sales
representatives. Contact any of these members or Janice
Smith-Ramseier if you need additional information.

locally through the Hall to cover the costs. For further
information and approval for use of this fund, please text
me at (831) 235-7555 or call (805) 472-2095.
The Lockwood Cat Fund now offers a similar program
with a grant from this Foundation and their local funds.
Contact Bev Kovacs, President of the San Antonio Valley
Betterment Association, (831) 262-7631.

Angelina Fund Year-End Report 2019

by Beth Winters
The Hall’s Angelina Animal Compassion Fund
provided spay/neuter/and vaccinations in 2019, for thirtyfour stray and feral cats, reducing the rodent population
accordingly. Some of these hard working community cats
are pictured above.
The Angelina Fund’s mission is to reduce the number
of feral and unwanted cats in our community by paying for
spay and neuter services through the Lakeside Vet Clinic.
A grant from the Community Foundation for Monterey
County, FoCAS Fund supplemented the donations received
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Fruit Tree Grafting

Adorable and Adoptable Pets

by Ed Buntz
Hall members are welcome
to attend the CRFG Annual Scion
Exchange and Grafting Party at
Cal Poly on Saturday, February
22, 2020, at 1:00 pm. There
will be continuous grafting
demonstrations by experts,
including avocado grafting,
and a huge scion exchange.
Attendees are encouraged to
bring healthy and non-patented
scions. There will be a good
selection of deciduous fruit tree
rootstock and selected grafting
supplies available for sale.
The meeting location is the Crops Unit on campus at the
corner of Highland and Mt. Bishop Road. The Hall annual
fruit tree grafting class will be held on Friday, March 20, at
5:00 pm, followed by the potluck at 7:00 pm.
If you would like to attend the Cal Poly class on
February 22 as part of the Hesperia Hall contingent,
please contact Ed Buntz at (805) 472-2070 for car pool
arrangements. CRFG always welcomes volunteers to assist
in their school education and community orchard projects,
so consider helping them by volunteering some of your
time. Their web site is http://www.crfg-central.org/, or feel
free to call Marv and Pet Daniels at (805) 773-9311.

by Nicole Kemp
Meet seven-year-old Doug.
Doug is my current foster, and he
is looking for a home to call his
own. Doug was found as a stray
in Salinas and ended up at the
shelter. He would bite anyone
that came near him, and he was
shaking so bad when I first saw
him! He has a bald butt from all
the fleas he had. He basically
scratched all his hair off, but it
will grow back now that he’s on
flea treatment. He also has a bad
gun disease and nasty teeth, which is causing a bad cough,
a small heart murmur, and sinus issues, so he always
sounds sick. All these symptoms will go away after he gets
his teeth pulled on January 24th. Doug will be feeling and
acting years younger in no time!
Doug has come out of his shell and is as sweet as can
be to anyone he meets. He just wants people to love and a
calm lap to lie on. He does very well in the car and around
other calm dogs. Doug is also in my home with cats and
doesn’t bother them. If Doug seems like a good fit to your
family, please reach out to me at (831) 320-6971.
On a separate note, the rescue I volunteer for is
desperate for more people willing to open their homes to
foster animals.They provide all the medical care, food, and
supplies to take care of the fostered dog or cat. Being a foster
home for an animal is so rewarding. Without foster homes,
more animals like Doug would be euthanized because
dogs that bite and run from people don’t get adopted. All
it takes is some love in your heart and a little open space in
your home, and another dog can be off the streets or out of
the scary shelter.

Things to Look For in the Night Sky

by Jean Thompson
Celestial navigation, also known as astronavigation,
has been used for the last several hundred years. Being able
to find and identify the five circumpolar constellations is a
good way to begin your stargazing journey. Circumpolar
constellations circle around the North Star, never setting
below the horizon. We will begin with the Big Dippers in
Ursa Major (The Great Bear) and the Little Dipper in Ursa
Minor. They really look like a water dipper and are fairly
bright. Look to the north mid evening. The Big Dipper isn’t
a constellation but an asterism, a recognizable pattern of
stars. The two outer stars of the bowl are also known as
pointer stars and will direct you to Polaris the North Star.
Polaris is also the end of the handle of the little dipper. Look
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is to say, within 121 million miles of the sun. Comets are
composed mostly of water ice with imbedded dust particles.
They originally formed in the cold outer planetary system,
while most of the rocky asteroids formed in the warmer
inner solar system between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.
Our outer planets are formed from an agglomeration of
billions of comets, with the leftover pieces becoming the
comets we see today. Likewise, today’s asteroids are the
leftover bits and pieces from the formation of the inner
planets. It is also believed that the moon was splintered off
of Earth by a planetoid while Earth was still molten.
Most (90 – 95%) of these meteors completely burn up
in the atmosphere, resulting in a bright streak that we call
shooting stars. Most meteorites that are found on the ground
weigh less than a pound. But when you factor in the fact
that the meteorite is travelling 200 mph (322 km/h), it can
fall through the roof of a house or shatter a car windshield.
In 2009 a meteorite landed in Ontario, Canada, breaking the
windshield of an SUV, and, in another incident in 1992, a
meteorite crashed into the back end of a Chevy Malibu in
Peekskill, New York.
While large impacts are fairly rare, thousands of tiny
pieces of interplanetary material hit the ground. Every
year the Earth is hit by about 6,100 meteors large enough
to survive entry into our atmosphere, or about seventeen
every day. Most of the smallest particles that reach Earth
are tiny dust particles released by comets as they vaporize.
Most of the larger materials that reach the surface originate
as the collision fragments of asteroids that have run into
one another eons ago.

for the W opposite the Little Dipper and that is Cassiopeia’s
chair.
Orion the Hunter is easy to spot. Find him and his
famous three-star belt in the southeast sky early evening, or
high in the south sky mid evening. Betelgeuse is the star in
his right armpit.

Hesperia Heights Dark Sky Watch

by Jean Thompson
I think we are all aware of the asteroid strike that killed
the dinosaurs some sixty-five million years ago, but how
concerned should we be about an asteroid strike today? This
last October 31st, asteroid COPPEV1, also known as 2019
UN13, with an estimated diameter of between 1 – 2.2 meters,
swept past Earth at a mere 3,852 miles above Southern
Africa. That’s well within the geosynchronous orbits of
many telecommunications satellites. (A geosynchronous
orbit is one whose orbital periods match Earth’s rotation
on its axis at an altitude of 22,236 miles.) It was the closest
approach of an asteroid or comet, without actually colliding
with our atmosphere, of any other incident in NASA’s 20year data base of known near-earth objects or NEO’s.
NEO’s are comets and asteroids that have been nudged
by the gravitational attraction of nearby planets into orbits
that allow them to enter the Earth’s neighborhood, which
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Cooking from the Garden: Cauliflower

Medicinal Plants and Herbs A-Z: Onions

by Kate Snell
Cauliflower is a prized vegetable, which grows well
during the cool months. Start it in early fall to early spring
for harvest before the heat arrives and causes bolting. Put
starts in well- prepared soil as you would for broccoli or
cabbage, keep it moist, and harvest when compact. For the
palest cauliflower, bind the outer leaves together over the
white heads when they start to form.
Cauliflower is excellent raw, curried in aloo gobi, fried
in pakoras, or made into soup. The following is a recipe for
cauliflower steaks:
Cauliflower Steaks with Caper Walnut Sauce
One head cauliflower
4 Tbsps. olive oil
½ cup walnuts
3 Tbsps. capers
2 Tbsps. chopped raisins
1 Tbsp. white wine vinegar
½ tsp. crushed red pepper
Salt (optional)
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Cut side leaves off head
of cauliflower then the bottom so that it can rest on cutting
board. Cut cauliflower in half from top to bottom, then cut
1” slices from each side (you should get 2 to 4 slices from a
small to medium head). You will have some loose florets on
the sides, which can be refrigerated for another purpose,
like crudités or to top a salad. Pour small amount of olive
oil into skillet over medium heat. Place cauliflower steaks
in pan and brown on one side until lightly browned, about
5 to 7 minutes. Turn and brown on the other side, then put
skillet into the oven for 7 to 10 minutes, or until cooked
through.
While cauliflower is in the oven, heat 2 Tbsps. olive oil
in small pan over medium heat, add walnuts and crushed
red pepper, and brown for a couple of minutes. Add capers
to pan for about a minute or so, then bring off the heat and
empty contents into a bowl. Stir in raisins, vinegar and
optional salt. Plate cauliflower steaks and top with caper
walnut sauce.

by Esthela Comstock
Onions vary in size, shape, color, and flavor. The
most common types are red, yellow, and white onions.
The taste of these vegetables can range from sweet to
sharp, spicy, and pungent.
Raw onion is known to lower the production of LDL
(bad cholesterol) and keep your heart healthy. Onions
has been used for centuries to treat health concerns like
arthrosclerosis, diabetes, asthma, cough, eczema, and
hypertension. Onions are rich with a chemical called
Quercetin which helps build immunity, reducing the
risk of several types of cancer, especially stomach and
colorectal cancer. Chromium, also present in this root
vegetable, may help regulate blood sugar. Folate in
onions also helps with depression and aids sleep and
appetite. Its vitamin C helps formation of collagen that is
responsible for skin and hair health.
Keep a small piece of onion under the nostrils and
inhale to stop or slow down a nosebleed. Also, keep
pieces of red onions in the house during flu season; it is
said to attract the airborne flu virus.
Consult a trained medical professional before
changing your health regimen

Fishing with Rich

by Rich Lingor
One of the barriers to catching fish in January or
February is that of bitter cold weather. When it is too
stormy, too cold, or too windy, fishing is just not as much
fun as it could be. Going fishing is probably not a good idea
when winter has its strongest grip. So when the weather
breaks, sometimes only after lunchtime, opportunity for
treatment of compounding pent-up angling urge should be
given immediate attention.
As the calendar page turns to February and minutes and
seconds are added to each day, opportunities for treatment
of “fishing fever” increase. The waters can begin to warm
and the fish want to break free from their sluggish behavior
of winter’s oppression as daylight increases. The seasonal
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Hesperia Hall Membership Application/Renewal Form
Checks ($20 per household) payable to Hesperia Hall
Mail to Carol Kenyon, 75529 Deer Pass Road, Bradley, CA 93426

Name(s)_________________________________________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________________________________________
Email address__________________________________________________ Phone_____________________________
I prefer my newsletter (please check one) mailed to my physical address _______ OR emailed to me _______

True Life Youth Group News

tendency of winter fish is to retreat to deeper water, but
winter cannot keep them deep forever. A few fish will
test the shallows when they can shake off the dwindling
numbing chills. So angling strategy during these periods of
transition can include deeper structure, the winter home of
the bulk of the fish population, but shallow presentations
could be rewarded by the few fish that are more active.
Early migrating fish are on their way to becoming active,
but they can’t bite until I get there! Late winter fishing can
be like trying to sniff a rose before it blooms, but if you
make the effort, you might find a bouquet!
Notes on a scorecard:
Headed out to the lake for a little mid-afternoon field
research for my next article. Saw flocks of honking geese, a
coyote, and some deer. Caught some nice spotted bass and
some nice large crappie. Some bass were in deep water in a
school while others were next to the shoreline. The sun felt
almost hot on my back for a couple of minutes as it declared
a momentary advantage over the bitter cold from today’s
24º F morning.
A week later: Another break in the weather and a
repeat trip was just like the last one. Breaks in the weather
are going to come more often, so fishing trips need to be
more often. The urge to go fishing is getting to be the need
to go fishing!
Tight Lines!

by Erick Reinstedt (Pastor and Youth Leader, True Life
Christian Fellowship) and Mary Ann Reinstedt
Hume Lake is knocking at the door! We head to the
mountains later this month for our first ever combined
middle and high school trip. We are looking forward to
seeing how this works for our group, as throughout the
year we meet as a 6–12th grade group, and it should be fun
to do it together. In preparation, in addition to our regular
meetings with dinner, we will meet on a Sunday after
church this month to pre-build as much of our box sled as
we can and see if the True Life Youth Group can bring the
“Golden Mailbox” back home to our community again. At
the time of this writing, we are taking sixteen youth plus
counselors/drivers.
We have our Thursday evening meetings/dinners
scheduled out through May, and we need people to cook
dinners for the group (the group pays all costs) for the
second half of this semester. The True Life Youth Group is
open to all youth, grades 6–12, regardless of what church
(or no church) their family attends. Call us at (805) 472-9325
with any questions, to donate to help us get youth to Hume,
or to volunteer to cook a meal for the group. Thanks!

The Puzzler

Using Aces, Kings, Queens, and Jacks from a standard
deck of cards, arrange them in a 4 by 4 array so that each
row, column, and diagonal contains one card of each value
and one of each suit. There are lots of solutions. Just tell me
if you got one.
ANSWER TO LAST MONTH’S PUZZLER
The black haired girl and the redheaded boy are both
lying. Credit the usual suspects.
If you know the answer to this month’s Puzzler, email
it to twalters314@earthlink.net, or call the Puzzler at (805)
472-2884. Unless it is someone directly involved with the
production of this newsletter, we will acknowledge by
name all who submit a correct answer.
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February Calendar Highlights
2 Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
		 Super Bowl
		 Groundhog Day
4 Yoga 6pm
		 Board Meeting 7pm
5 Home Bureau 12-2pm
9 Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
10 SMCERTA Meeting at St.
			 Luke’s 7pm
11 Yoga 6pm
14 Valentine’s Day
		 Bingo at Harden Center 6pm
16 Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
17 Presidents’ Day
18 Yoga 6pm
19 Home Bureau 12-2pm
21 Potluck Dinner 7pm
23 Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
25 Yoga 6pm
March
1 Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
3 Yoga 6pm
		 Board Meeting 7pm
4 Home Bureau 12-2pm
8 Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
		 Daylight Saving Time Begins
10 Yoga 6pm

2020 Hesperia Hall Officers/Directors
President – Beth Winters
Vice President/Scholarship – Ed Buntz
Secretary – Collin Riley
Treasurer – Candice McGregor
Directors – Bryan Cogdell , Margaret Hontos, Rupert Lyle , Jean Thompson, Victoria Villegas
Membership – Carol Kenyon
Hall Scheduling – Carol Kenyon
Hall Historian – Janice Smith-Ramseier
Angelina Fund – Beth Winters – (805) 472-2095; beth@bullseyesign.com
Newsletter Staff – Sarah Leatherman, Barbara Walters
Annual Hall Membership – $20/Household, payable to Hesperia Hall

Send to Carol Kenyon, 75529 Deer Pass Road, Bradley, CA 93426. Membership supports a local
community organization.

Advertising in News fron the Hall (Circulation over 300 local residences)

Ad fee is $100 per 11-issue year for a business-card size ad or $10 for a single issue ad. Submit
payment and business card or text to Candi McGregor, 51602 Hesperia Hall Road, Bradley, CA
93426.

Schedule an event at the Hall Contact Carol Kenyon at (805) 729-0490 or at

carol.tintent@gmail.com. Alternate: Ed Buntz at (805) 472-2070 or at hesperiahall@yahoo.com.

Submit articles to: bwhallnews@gmail.com, seleathermanhallnews@gmail.com, or mail to
Barbara Walters, 53075 Smith Rd., Bradley, CA 93426

News from the Hall is published 11 times per year by the Hesperia Hall Foundation under the auspices
of its elected Board of Directors. It is an informational community newsletter and the editorial views
expressed therein are not neccessarily those of the Hesperia Hall Foundation or its Board members.
Articles and advertisements presented within come from various sources for which there can be no
warranty of responsibility by the Publishers as to their accuracy, content, and completeness.
Visit the Hesperia Hall website at www.hesperiahall.org where this newsletter is available along
with additional news and photos, a history of the Hall, and scholarship application forms. The
site is updated monthly by webmaster David Phillips.

